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Short Answers a-d, full points only for both the correct choice AND a complete explanation. No explanation = 0 pts
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+1, MUST account for v changes in order to have the proper concentrations 
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PROBLEM #2 (15 PTS) 
 

 
 

Alice Yeh


Alice Yeh
+1

Alice Yeh
In a total of 4 points in b):
1 point is deducted for each mistake made

If XA was used instead of XB,  and no other mistakes were made, 2 points deducted out of 4

Alice Yeh
Text
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Alice Yeh
+1

Alice Yeh
This may also be solved by FT = FT’

Alice Yeh


Alice Yeh
Correct final solution +2

Alice Yeh


Alice Yeh
Correct FT +1

Alice Yeh
Correct FD (or FT’) +1

Alice Yeh
If XA was used instead of XB,  and no other mistakes were made, 2 points deducted out of 5



 

 

Alice Yeh


Alice Yeh
+1 For correct setup

Alice Yeh
+2 For correct expression of FT’

Alice Yeh
+1 For correct expression of FT0

Alice Yeh


Alice Yeh
+1 for correct final answer

Note that yD needs to be written out in actual numbers since yD is not given in the problem

Alice Yeh
If XA was used instead of XB,  and no other mistakes were made, 2 points deducted out of 5



 
 
PROBLEM #3 (25 PTS) 
 

 
 
 

Alice Yeh
Total of 3 points, 1 point deducted for each mistake/ unclearity. (ex. 1 sigma value or 1 label wrong on the diagram) 

Alice Yeh


Alice Yeh
+1 for a correct expression for setup of rnet (with correct stoichiometry)

Alice Yeh
PSSH to find correct expression for [I1]  +3

If chosen to obtain rnet from rnet=0.5*r3;
PSSH on both intermediates needed
+1 for correct expression for I2
+2 for correct expression for I1

Alice Yeh
rnet can also be expressed as rnet = 0.5*r3

Alice Yeh


Alice Yeh
+1 for correct expression
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Alice Yeh
+3

Alice Yeh
partial credit +1 rewarded for correct rnet:
rnet = r2 or rnet = 0.5*r3

Alice Yeh


Alice Yeh
+1

Alice Yeh
The concept of comparison of the terms in the denominator +5

Alice Yeh
Text

Alice Yeh
Correct and clear logic +2
Note that k-1[B]^2 and k2 need to be compared (or r-1 vs r2), the sole comparison of k-1 and k2 is incomplete.

Sole comparison of k-1 and k2 leads to a deduction of 2 points


Alice Yeh
Each mistake/unclearity -1 out of 5 points.
Including sigma values, labeling of rates.


Alice Yeh



 

 

Alice Yeh
Each mistake/unclearity -1 out of 5 points.
Including sigma values, labeling of rates.


Alice Yeh
r-1 must be included in this diagram(or an explanation in words)
2 points deducted for not labeling r-1
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see Matt's (Fall 2017) solution from recent announcement



PROBLEM #5 (25 PTS) 

Audrey Harker
+1

Audrey Harker
+1 balance

Audrey Harker
+1 correct volume bounds

Audrey Harker
+2 correct answer

Audrey Harker

Audrey Harker
+4

Audrey Harker

Audrey Harker
+5

Audrey Harker

Audrey Harker
+1/2 for negative sign
+1/2 for having two



Audrey Harker

Audrey Harker
+1 correct form, plugged V from your part (b) answer

Audrey Harker
+1 initial condition or correct bounds

Audrey Harker
+1 for any attempt on integration

Audrey Harker
+1 correct answer



Audrey Harker

Audrey Harker
@ this point, can get +10 additional points using either dNa/dt or dCa/dt method

Audrey Harker
+2 mole balance

Audrey Harker
+1 for adding part (a) answer, +2 for correct equation or expanded via product rule correctly to dCa/dt 

Audrey Harker
+15

Audrey Harker

Audrey Harker
+1 for Cs substitution from your part (c) answer

+1 for correct V substitution from your part (b) answer 

 

Audrey Harker
+5 for correct answer

Audrey Harker
up to +2 for attempts on math with correct integration bounds


Audrey Harker
+1 for dNa/dt term



Audrey Harker

Audrey Harker
+1 for dCa/dt term

Audrey Harker
+5 correct answer

Audrey Harker
+1 for Cs substitution from your part (c) answer

+1 for correct V substitution from your part (b) answer 

 

Audrey Harker
up to +2 for attempts on math with correct integration bounds





